In this paper, we propose mathematical framework "Fuzzy three-valued measure and logical fuzzy integral" based on the three-valued logic. Then, we establish a simple model for representing quantum states and vagueness in transmission caused by noise, and we apply the proposed mathematical framework as a logical method to estimate reliability of quantum communication channels approximately.
Introduction
A qubit
in quantum information system is extension of classical concept "bit", where 〉 0 | and 〉 1 | are basis of a two dimensional quantum system with two orthogonal states, α and β are probabilistic amplitudes in c (complex numbers). Then, one qubit can have infinite number of values in contrast with classical one bit.
In this paper, we focus on analyzing quantum information system, especially, quantum cryptosystems. It is well known that quantum cryptosystems such as bb84 protocol [1] enable us to detect eavesdropping of encryption key because in quantum state, it can b e observed only once unless eavesdropper use the same quantum basis as sender's, or use orthogonal quantum basis against sender's. In quantum cryptosystems, errors in transmission are utilized actively because they are caused by eavesdropping. In practice, however, eavesdropping is not the only source of errors in transmission. Imperfections of source, channels, and detectors may also produce errors. In this paper, we propose the mathematical framework (fuzzy three-valued measure and logical fuzzy integral) to estimate quantum cryptosystems approximately.
Fuzzy three-valued measure and logical fuzzy integral 2.1 fuzzy three-valued measure:
Classical logic allows just two truth values, true (t) or false (f). Kleene's three-valued logic was originally designed to accommodate undecided mathematical statements. The third value represents an "unknown" value (u) to indicate a state of partial vagueness. This informal reading suggests two natural orderings, concerning "degree of truth" and "amount of vagueness". If degree of truth is the issue, not knowing a classical truth value to assign to a sentence is better than knowing the sentence is false, while knowing it is true is better yet. Then in the 'truth' ordering, false is less than unknown which is less than true. On the other hand, 1 and 0 can be interpreted as true and false, respectively. Then, 1/2 is the middle value in [0, 1], and can be interpreted as unknown whether true or false. Therefore, it is the vaguest state. Based on this fact, the partial ordering relation with respect to vagueness on [0, 1] is denoted by V p .
Remark:
Hereafter, to simplify notation, we assume a finite universe of discourse {1,2,...,,...,} = Xin instead of 12 {,, = Xxx ...,,...,} in xx .
Definition 1:
Let } ,..., ,..., 1 { n i X = be the universe of discourse and B be a subset of X . Then, we define the characteristic function of an element i in X as follows: We consider the meaning of the three values, 1, 0 and 1/2, which are taken by the above characteristic function. It is valid and natural that there is a relationship among 1, 0 and 1/2. That is, "nonmember (0)" and "unknown (1/2)" are comparable to each other. And similarly "member (1)" and "unknown (1/2)" are comparable to each other. Furthermore, "unknown (1/2)" is the most ambiguous state. The partial ordering relation with respect to ambiguity is denoted by A p . Let X be the universe of discourse and
∈ (where X 3 means the power set of X , which is based on three-valued characteristic function as in definition 1).
Then the interpretation and notation of the element i of X is as follows:
, then the element i is interpreted as the true element and represented as
, then the element i is interpreted as the false element and represented as Although the relationship between partial ordering relation with respect to ambiguity ( A p ) and partial ordering relation with respect to vagueness ( V p ) is a numerical relation, we apply and extend this relation to sets of the power set of the universe of discourse.
Definition 2:
Let X be the universe of discourse and Based on the definitions mentioned above, we propose the following definition of fuzzy three-valued measure.
Definition 3:
A fuzzy three-valued measure ( t g ) on the universe of discourse x is a normed set function 
logical fuzzy integral:
In the previous subsection, we mentioned the interpretation of the truth-value 1/2, expresses unknown whether true (1) or false (0). In this subsection, we propose fuzzy integral model based on the three-valued logic of a measurable function (h) with respect to fuzzy three-valued measure ( t g ). Let } ,..., ,..., 1 { n i X = be the universe of discourse which is defined as the set of usual fuzzy integral inputs, these inputs values are . ,...
in the new fuzzy integral model (logical fuzzy integral), the input values are divided into true (t), false (f), and unknown (u) as shown in figure 4 . That is, the th 
Definition 5:
The non-complementary set with the n elements is called basic set. This is, the basic set is the set which contains only one out of for some i . The set of all complementary sets is denoted by Λ . The fuzzy measure value of those set containing three elements for any i is assumed to be 0 for the sake of convenience. C is calculated from the fuzzy measure value of the two basic sets covering c. For the calculation, the superscripts t, f, u are omitted because 
, and: (3) from
which is result of logical fuzzy integral. That is, the result of logical fuzzy integral equal to value 3 a logical method to estimate reliability of quantum communication channels
an algebra in quantum states with two orthogonal basis:
The bit is the fundamental concept of classical computation and classical information. Quantum computation and quantum information are built upon an analogous concept, the quantum bit, or qubit for short. Just as a classical bit has a state "either 0 or 1" a qubit also has a state. Two possible states for a qubit are the states 〉 0 | and 〉 1 | , which correspond to the states 0 and 1 for a classical bit. The difference between bits and qubits is that a qubit can be in a state other than 〉 0 | or 〉 1 | . It is also possible to form linear combinations of states, often called superpositions: ..................................... (10) The numbers α and β are complex numbers, although for many purpose not much is lost by thinking of them as real numbers. Put another way, the state of a qubit is a vector in a two-dimensional complex vector space. The special states 〉 0 | and 〉 1 | are known as computational basis states.
Definition 7:
Let 
, as follows:
If we can give physical meaning to operations Q and ∨ ∧ Q , and Q we can treat a set of superpositions Q as kleene algebra.
Partial ordering relation with respect to superpositions:
Hereafter, 
Definition 11:
We define a partial ordering relation with respect to superpositions (will be denoted by Q p ) as follows : . In no noise environment, if alice sends a photon using − ⊕ filter ( − ⊗ filter) and bob receives it using − ⊕ detector( − ⊗ detector), then bit value can be communicated Correctly. However, if alice sends a photon using − ⊕ filter ( − ⊗ filter) and bob receives it using − ⊕ detector ( − ⊗ detector), then bob receives incorrectly bit value with probability 50%. Based on the fact, bb84 protocol make eavesdropping be detected. (for more details, see literature such as [2] , [6] , and [11] ). According to above, we formulate bb84 protocol in ambiguity (vague and noisy) environment. We consider the following tuple: (signal alice sent, signal bob detected) "signal alice sent" take a value as follows: 0: alice sent Similarly, "signal bob received" take a value as follows: 0: bob detected Fig.(6) . This relation is isomorphic to partial ordering relation with respect to Q p , as shown in Fig.(6) . In unvague and no noise environment, the tuple (signal alice sent, signal bob detected) must be one of (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0) , and (1, 1). However, in vague and noise environment, it does not hold true. Based on our proposals, fuzzy three-valued measure and logical fuzzy integral can both represent unknown state of quantum system and provide us an approximate method to estimate quantum cryptosystems. We describe correspondence between the sets of 
illustrative example (practical example)
In this section, we illustrate on a simple example the method for reliability estimation in a noisy quantum communication channel from alice to bob, using fuzzy three-valued measure and logical fuzzy integral. We assign fuzzy three-valued measure ( t g ) to sets, which are represented (signal alice sent, signal bob detected). According to the following criteria:
• (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0) , and (1, 1) are assigned 1. The reason is that we can operate bb84 protocol correctly because alice and bob can send and detect bit information correctly.
• (0, 1/2) and (1, 1/2) are assigned 0.7. The reason is that bob is receiver and can inform his i mpossibility of detection to alice. These cases are not the worst.
• (1/2, 0) and (1/2, 1) are assigned 0.5. The reason is that bob can not judge alice's trouble because he detects 0 or 1.these cases are the worst.
• (1/2, 1/2) is assigned 0.5 because clearly it means the worst case. 
. Then, after sorting of values h with decreasing order (
), the output corresponding to the basic set
is calculated as follows:
) of other basic sets are shown in Table ( 1). 
is the mean of ). This is an approximate reliability in a noisy quantum communication channel from alice to bob evaluated by their criteria according to their situation. 
Conclusions
In this paper, first we have established a simple model for representing quantum states and vagueness in transmission caused by noise and so on, and showed that it forms kleene algebra. Secondly, we have applied the proposed mathematical framework (fuzzy three-valued measure and logical fuzzy integral) to estimate quantum cryptosystems approximately.
The framework would be an effective tool for analyzing more complex quantum systems although we have illustrated a simple example in this paper.
